
1936 fi rst patent for an electric steam iron belonged to the pioneer Willy Jaeger...

1945 Ehrlich & Jaeger Dampfbügeleisenfabrik was founded...

1960 Siegfried Jaeger developed the fi rst irons with continuous water charging...

1965 fi rst irons with steam charging...

This startet everything – today the boiler iron principle is another unique feature, because curtain ironing workplac-
es need long fl exible tubes, in which water can be condensed esp. during ironing breaks. This condensed water can 
cause water stains, a problem which troubles all market companions when working with low temperatures.
1. Unique feature today: The Atomic boiler iron features pure steam emission without water drops – even when 
working with lowest temperatures of 145 °C.
2. Unique feature: Vulkan series steam generators with horizontal kettles feature the highest energy effi ciency in the 
market. No other device saves more energy.
3. Unique feature: Motomat ironing table with fabric feed. The patented construction saves you up to 52 % working 
time.

Will anyone offer more?
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Impulsa vacuum ironing boards represent 
70 years of experience!
Master-class schools, Curtain studios, Interior decorator
companies, Department stores - decide in favour for us.

Our standard ironing stations are always one step ahead!

STUDIO LINE  -  with inclined ironing surface
FUTURA LINE  -  with inclined ironing surface
MOTOMAT  -  with inclined ironing surface
COMBI LINE  -  with straighten ironing surface

Because of the variety of requirements of different operational 
sizes - we have intensively carried out our development and set 
a new standard with the following devices for optimating the iro-
ning technic in all operational sizes.

Ironing
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FUTURA LINE
 Extremly strong aspiration 
 Inclined ironing surface, antirust
 Cloth rallying hollows at the front and back
 2. launching tube - for avoiding that tube    

 and wire soar always in front of the operator‘s „nose“ 
 Optional heated ironing surface 30 - 110°C with   

    super - padding, no molton or felt!
  For choosing: „B“ - version with blow construction for 

 velvet but also for easy and defl ection-free feeding of 
 the „decos“ 

  Light barrier for aspiration
  Floor-board for bubbles.
   For choosing: „T“ - version - timer for automatic aspiration 
after the ironing procedure.

  Descending air current chimney with air fi lter used, sound 
 reducing and clean exhaust air

Curtain Ironing

STUDIO LINE
 Extremly strong aspiration 
 Inclined ironing surface, antirust
 Cloth rallying hollows at the front and back
 2. launching tube - for avoiding that tube and wire  

   soar always in front of the operator‘s „nose“ 
 S - POR Padding - blue - cold suction
 Optional heated ironing surface 30 - 110°C with   

    super - padding, no molton or felt!
 Used air fi lter, sound reducing and clean exhaust air

Special equipment:
Removal feed to the back, deliverable for all STUDIO + FUTURA LINE ironing stations. As an opposite the ironing sta-
tion „MOTOMAT“ one can‘t iron while the feeding runs, otherwise it will block up. Also back feeding for folding together is 
impossible with this equipment. This construction, however, is for rational use by ironing.  

Removal construction kit


